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PÄÄKIRJOITUS

Tero Karjalainen

Toimintakulttuuri muuttuu
– Change of operations

Kevään

kalenterit menivät

sitten meillä kaikilla

uusiksi. Muutoksia tekemisiin ja menemisiin on
tehty hyvinkin nopealla aikataululla. Samaan
aikaan on myös jouduttu kyseenalaistamaan

aikaisempia toimintatapoja ja luomaan uusia. Osa

näistä, nyt pakon edessä luoduista uusista toimintatavoista, jää varmasti elämään myös jatkossa,

jonkin verran jalostuvina toki ja jossain vaiheessa

lisin menetelmin tutkittua tietoa esim. uusista

monimuotoisista opetus- ja arviointimenettelyistä.
Kotimaisella kielellä kirjoitetulle pandemian tilastomatemaattiselle mallinnuskirjoitukselle voisi
myös löytyä kiinnostuneita lukijoita.
Terveyttä ja avointa mieltä.

These

past few months have

been the time of chan-

jo ihmettelemme, että miksi näin ei tullut aikai-

ge. We have forced to rethink our ways of doing

varmasti löytynyt monia uusia tapoja, monessa

operation that we later feel that ”why didn’t we

semmin toimittua. Tieteen tekemiseen, tieteestä
kommunikointiin, opetukseen ja oppimiseen on
tapauksessa myös itse substanssin kannalta

tehokkaampia kuin aiemmat tavat matkustamisineen ja kokoontumisineen. Toisaalta ja toivottavasti tämä kokemus asettaa myös fyysisten

tapaamisten arvon ja arvostuksen jatkossa entistä
korkeammalle.

Nyt olisi lehdessämmekin oiva mahdollisuus

jakaa, vaikka ihan kokemusperäistäkin tietoa,

uusista tieteen ja siihen perustuvan korkeimman
opetuksen toimintatavoista. Toki edelleen toivotamme lämpimästi tervetulleeksi myös tieteel-
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science, co-operation with our colleagues and our
teaching. I am sure we have found some ways of

operate like this before”. I hope that this time leads
also even higher appreciation of personal face to
face interaction.

It would be great to publish some experiences

on new ways of doing science; online meetings,
webinars, online science conferences etc. good

practices to spread. Also, now it would be even
more important to share research findings on

good online teaching, assessment etc. The editorial
board encourages You to send your input.
Be safe and open minded.
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FysKemDagarna 2019 – En båt
lastad med fysiker och kemister
Vartannat år möts finlandssvenska fysiker och

kemister på FysKemDagarna. Det senaste mötet

hölls den 17–19 november 2019 på Viking Line. Mötet
samlade ca 160 deltagare från hela Svenskfinland.

Programmet bjöd på intressanta föreläsningar och

diskussioner om bl.a. periodiska systemet, moleky-

lärbiologi, väderprognoser och artificiell intelligens.
Fysikersamfundet i Finland organiserade de

Finlandssvenska fysikdagarna för första gången år
2007 och sedan 2011 har evenemanget ordnas till-

sammans med Finska Kemistsamfundet. FysKemDa-

garna höra om den forskning som görs på området

vid Aalto-universitetet och bl.a. se mikrostrukturen
på en hydrofob yta. Sonja Enestam (Valmet), Erik

Holm (Bluefors) och Sebastian Björkqvist (IPRally)
gav inblickar i forskningsjobb inom företagsvärlden.
Max Lönnfors’ (Åbo Akademi) föredrag ”Via biokemi till molykelärbiologi” handlade om hur fluorescens kan användas för att studera lipider. Cecilia

Wolff (Meteorologiska institutet) berättade om hur
väderprognoser görs. Årets nobelpris i fysik och

kemi presenterades av Thomas Hackman (HU) och
Johan Werkelin (ÅA).

Eftersom en stor del av deltagarna var lärare

garna skiljer sig från ”Fysiikan päivät” såtillvida, att

ordnades även en särskild lärarinriktad workshop.

garna 2019 var över hälften högstadie- och gymna-

bedömning i skolan. Ett mycket underhållande inslag

en större tyngdpunkt är på samarbete med skolor.

Detta märks inte minst på deltagarna: På FysKemDasielärare. Studerande utgjorde också en stor del av

deltagarna, så ”vanliga” forskare var i klar minoritet.
Konferensens första vetenskapliga föredrag

handlade om det periodiska systemet och hölls av

professor Pekka Pyykkö. År 2019 hade det gått 150
år sedan Dmitri Mendeleev publicerade sin första

version av systemet. I Matilda Backholms presentation om ”Friktion på hydrofoba ytor” fick delta-

Därutöver berättade Eva Hartell (Haninge kom-

mun/KTH) om hur man kan implementera formativ
i konferensen var Marcus Rosenlunds (Svenska

YLE) kåseriartade tal om hur en ”fysikfobiker” blev

vetenskapsintresserad. På konferensen presenterades också ett antal posters. Mest uppmärksammad
blev Lina Åbergs (Åbo Akademi) undersökning

om manganhalten i blåbär. Den visade att halten av
mangan kan variera stort även om de är plockade

inom samma område, och att redan 160 g blåbär kan
överskrida det rekommenderade
dagliga intaget.

Konferensen hade inget egent-

ligt tema, men man hade denna
gång speciellt satsat på unga

talare. Dessutom visade det mångsidiga programmet upp ett brett
spektrum på vad forskare kan

arbeta med, också utanför universiteten. Konceptet att blanda ihop
forskare, lärare och studerande
fungerade också bra, speciellt

under de mera informella delarna
av mötet. Nästa gång ordnas FysKemDagarna 2021 och för arranLina Åberg presenterar poster om manganhalten i blåbär. (foto Fredric Granberg)


gemangen ansvarar åboborna.
Thomas Hackman
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Young Physicist 2019 Prize Winners
Finnish Physical Society’s Young Physicist 2019

Winners were announced. This round we received
several nominations that were of extremely high
quality and the decision was difficult.

The board decided to share the prize between

Mathias Fontell (Aalto University) and Markus
Hiekkamäki (Tampere University).

Honourable mentions were given to Toni Mäkelä

(Aalto University) and Matti Molkkari (Tampere
University).

Left: Mathias Fontell (Aalto University) and (right) Markus
Hiekkamäki (Tampere University)

Young Physicist Prize 2019
Unitary transformations of spatial
modes for quantum experiments
Markus Hiekkamäki, Tampere University

The Finnish Physical Society
awards an annual prize for the
excellent Master’s thesis in
the field of physical sciences.
The purpose of this prize is to
support young researchers and
acknowledge them for the exceptional work. The winner(s)
are selected by the board
based on the thesis work,
references and articles/videos
made by the finalists.
Markus Hiekkamäki received the shared first prize in
Young Physicist 2019 competition. Here is the article he
wrote about his thesis work.
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T

echnologies relying on

quantum phenomena have

already revolutionized our

way of life during the last century
with devices such as transis-

tors and lasers. Currently, these

technologies are still being deve-

loped further and pushed to their

limits within our increasingly fast
computers and communication

networks. Alongside them, a new
research field has been growing

since the end of the last century,
which aims to harness quantum

phenomena for revolutionizing the
way we process information. This

field is typically dubbed quantum
information science and is most

often fronted by the promise of a
quantum computer that can out-

perform our classical computers
in various useful tasks. The field
of quantum information science

also includes quantum communi-

cation, which offers the possibility
of unconditionally secure com-

munication protocols, in addition
to quantum simulators that help

us study physical systems. As can
be seen from the many recent

news articles, there is already a

push for real world applications

5

of these systems. A few examples

just encoding values of 0, 1, or a

the most obvious discretization,

communication system employed

limit of the dimensionality of our

field into a set of orthogonal trans-

are Google’s quantum computer

and the satellite-based quantum
by Chinese research groups.

In any task of quantum in-

formation science, the reliable
generation, manipulation, and

measuring of quantum states is
essential. This means that, re-

gardless of the carrier we choose

superposition thereof, we can use
values extending from zero to the

state space, along with the related
superpositions. This larger alphabet also increases the robustness

to errors in quantum communication protocols.

we usually decompose the spatial

structure of a light beams electric
verse spatial modes. These ortho-

gonal structures we use are propagation invariant apart from some
divergence during propagation.

The mode structures contain two-

to hold this quantum information,
we should be able to perform all

the aforementioned tasks on the
chosen degree of freedom of the
carrier. For photons, the most

common degree of freedom to use
as a two-dimensional, i.e. binary,
qubit state is polarization. This

is because polarization already

has a variety of devices that can

be used to manipulate and detect
it, e.g. waveplates and polarizing

beamsplitters. However, over the

last years it has been realized that
having more than two possible bit

values would be beneficial in most

quantum information applications,
especially in communication. One
advantage would be the ability to

Quantum information can be encoded in the spatial structures of
photons and manipulated by transforming these structures. One
such transformation is made visible in the picture with laser light.

For photons, there are two

dimensional phase and intensity

state space, namely the temporal

cular to its propagation direction.

transmit more information with

paradigmatic degrees of freedom

two orthogonal states (e.g. hori-

and spatial degrees of freedom.

a single photon when the chosen

degree of freedom has more than
zontal and vertical polarization).

We usually call these larger-thanbinary quantum states quditsor

d-dimensional quantum bits. The

high-dimensionality offers a large
alphabet of different values we

can encode into our information
carrier. With qudits, instead of


that can be used as our qudit

Both have their advantages, but

our work is more focused on the

spatial domain. However, in order
to harness the spatial structure
of photons for carrying bits of
information, we first need to

discretize this degree of freedom.
Even though pixelating might be

information about the photon’s

electric field on a plane perpendi-

Furthermore, linear combinations,
i.e. superpositions, of these structures can be used to describe any

transverse structure of a collima-

ted beam of light. This also makes
the generation and detection of

spatial mode superpositions easier
in comparison to their temporal
counterparts, since most of the
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same experimental methods apply

nal logic gates, for quantum com-

rent orthogonal structures can be

In my thesis, we implemented

for all spatial structures. Most

importantly for us however, diffe-

associated with a certain bit value,

putational applications of photonic
spatial modes.

and tested a new method cal-

and since any complete set of spa-

led wavefront matching that is a

can ideally transmit any bit value

lation task. Our goal was to test

tial modes has an infinite selection
of these orthogonal structures, we
from zero to infinity with a single
structured photon. Naturally, the
real-world restricts the usable

state space with barriers such as

finite apertures that are too small

for more complex mode structures
with larger diameters.

As already mentioned, in

order to use these spatial photon
structures for communication

and computational tasks, we need
to be able to control this degree

of freedom for the photons. This
would involve efficient methods

for generating, detecting, and ma-

nipulating these transverse spatial
modes. In the optimal case, the

transformations applied in these

tasks are completely unitary in the
chosen state space, meaning that

no photon is sent into a mode out-

side of our chosen state space, e.g.
through absorption or by errors
in the experimental procedure.

Hence, a method of generating and
applying perfect, or near-perfect,

unitaries on the photons would be
highly beneficial. Additionally, if

the method could be used for generating arbitrary transformations
between different sets of modes,
it could be used in implementing

quantum gates, i.e. high-dimensioARKHIMEDES 1/2020

promisingly versatile tool for all

the previously mentioned moduit in a few different experiments

and gauge its potential for future
investigations of complex multiphoton interactions. We started

with testing transformations of a

single-mode into a Gaussian beam
mode, which is the intrinsic beam
profile of a regular single-mode
optical fiber. By utilizing this

eigenmode of a single-mode fiber

and our transformations, we built
a spatial mode filter. The working

principle stems from a single mode
fiber only accepting photons with
a specific spatial structure. By

transforming one mode into this

single spatial mode, i.e. a Gaussian, we filter out all photons with
an orthogonal field structure.

Compared to other mode filtering
techniques, the major advantage
of our filtering method are the
significantly lower losses.

With this first experiment, we

showed that wavefront matching

can be used for spatial mode filte-

ring and single-mode conversions.
The next, more complex task was

the implementation of multi-mode
transformations, i.e. quantum

gates. For spatial modes, these

quantum gates are simply conversions from a set of input modes

into set of output modes with

each input mode having a well-

defined output. One example of a
high-dimensional quantum gate

is a cyclic-NOT gate that is comparable to the NOT gate in classical
computers. But instead of just

changing the value 0 to 1 and vice

versa, the high-dimensional cyclicNOT gate needs to cyclically shift
between a larger set of values.

Furthermore, the gates also need

to work with superposition states
and entangled states, in order to

be implemented in computational

algorithms that take advantage of
these quantum properties. For a

truly unitary transformation these
requirements are met. Hence,

wavefront matching should be a

great tool for constructing quan-

tum gates, since it should produce
unitary transformation.

In the second experiment, we

implemented different quantum

gates operating in 3-dimensional
(bit-values 0, 1, 2) and 4-dimen-

sional (bit-values 0, 1, 2, 3) state

spaces. We tested different transformations with a laser beam as

well as with single-photon states

and achieved good error rates for
a proof-of-principle experiment.
Additionally, we confirmed the
experimental unitarity of the

transformations generated with

wavefront matching, and thus we

also confirmed their applicability
in quantum computational tasks.
We also implemented a unique

local variation of a controlled-NOT
gate on a single photon instead



of the more common two-photon version needed for binary
qubits. With this we hoped to

showcase new possibilities the

two independent quantum num-

bers of transverse spatial modes,
along with their large alphabet,
offer in computational tasks.
In the experiments we

performed, wavefront matching
displayed great potential for

Young Physicist Prize 2019
A first reconstruction
of the DØ jet energy
calibration and its effects
on top quark mass

a multitude of different tasks,

Toni Mäkelä, Aalto University

from generating and detecting
structured photons to high-efficiency manipulation of these

spatial structures. We hope that

our work will trigger new advances in quantum communication,
computation, and metrology

with spatially structured single
photons. Additionally, we hope

to open new avenues for investi-

gating novel multi-photon states
and interactions with the complex transformations wavefront
matching enables.

For more information
[1] Hiekkamäki, M. “Unitary transformations of spatial modes
for quantum experiments”,
Master’s thesis https://trepo.
tuni.fi/handle/10024/117819
[2] Brandt, F., Hiekkamäki, M.,
Bouchard, F., Huber, M., &
Fickler, R. “High-dimensional quantum gates using
full-field spatial modes of
photons.”Optica7.2 (2020):
98-107.

[3] Hiekkamäki, M., Prabhakar, S.,
& Fickler, R. “Near-perfect
measuring of full-field transverse-spatial modes of light.”,
Optics express, 27.22 (2019):
31456-31464.



The Finnish Physical
Society awards an annual
prize for the excellent
Master’s thesis in the field
of physical sciences. The
purpose of this prize is to
support young researchers
and acknowledge them
for the exceptional work.
The winner(s) are selected
by the board based on the
thesis work, references and
articles/videos made by the
finalists.
Toni Mäkelä was among
the top four finalists and
received honorary mention
in Young Physicist 2019
competition. Here is the
article he wrote about his
thesis work.

In

the Standard Model
of particle physics,

particles obtain their

masses via the Higgs mechanism.

The heaviest elementary particle in
the model and observed in nature
is the top quark. It has turned out
heavy enough to affect the Higgs
potential itself via higher-order

corrections in perturbative quan-

tum field theory [1]. If the relation
of the theory and measurements
is interpreted correctly and if

there is no new physics beyond the
Planck scale, our Universe appears
to be metastable: between stable
and unstable. However, a crucial
question for such discussion is if

the measured values are robust – a

point addressed by the work discussed herein.

The top was first observed in

1995 by the DØ (D Zero) and the

CDF collaborations at Fermilab’s

Tevatron collider, which proceeded
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to measure its mass. This effort

measured to be.

events by applying the SPR to all

CERN. Today, the top mass world

appear very different between the

transverse momenta, ergo the

has since been joined by the ATLAS
and CMS experiments of the LHC at
average is 173.3 GeV, almost 1.4 ti-

mes the mass of the Higgs boson. To
make the units familiar, the proton

mass is roughly 1 GeV. The top mass
results from ATLAS, CDF and CMS
agree within uncertainties. The

average is lifted by the very pre-

cise DØ result lying about 2.5 GeV
above the similarly accurate LHC

measurements. This corresponds to
almost 3 standard deviations.

Like most massive resonances

produced in collider experiments,

the top itself is never observed, only
its decay products. The objects of

interest to an experiment are jets,
sprays of lighter particles stable

enough to reach a detector volume

within their lifetime. The reported
accuracy of DØ comes from a very

precise and unique jet energy calibration, a mapping between experi-

mentally measured and theoretically simulated values. The magnitude
of the calibration depends on the

jet’s flavour, i.e. if it originated from
a gluon, a heavy b-quark, or one of
the light quarks u, d, s, c. Respectively, DØ had three different cor-

rection factors: Fgcorr, Fbcorr and
Flqcorr. The top is too short-lived

to form hadrons and jets of its own,
but decays almost always into a

W-boson and a b-quark, initiating a
b-jet. This makes Fbcorr especially

important for top studies. As a rule
of thumb, the more Fbcorr is below
unity, the larger the top mass is
ARKHIMEDES 1/2020

However, the various Fcorr

factors presented by DØ in [2]

second Tevatron run’s two epochs,
dubbed IIA and IIB. In particular

for b-jets, the Fbcorr used for IIB is
significantly below that of IIA. As

the amount of data collected during
IIB far exceeds IIA, the DØ top mass
result is dominated by analyses
using the IIB corrections.

The DØ jet energy calibration

method is based on the assumption

that the relativistic four-momentum
of a jet corresponds approximately

to the four-vector sum of its constituent particles. First, the detector

response to each individual particle
is determined from a simulation

where the detector is exposed only
to particles of one type at a time.
Determining suitable functional

forms that fit this simulation yields
a set of energy-dependent single-

particle response (SPR) functions,
also reported in [2].

The next step is to produce

a Monte Carlo generated set of

simulated events of producing a

probe, a jet that is approximately

back-to-back with a tag object. The
tag must be an object that suffers a

minimal energy loss in the detector
and is easily identified in an experimental apparatus – for instance
a very energetic photon. This is

because a similar set of events must
eventually be identified in detector
data for comparison. The first step
in accounting for detector effects
is to reconstruct the simulated

individual particles. The ratio of

the reconstructed probe and tag

components perpendicular to the

colliding beams’ axis, is computed

as a function of an estimate for the
jet’s energy. These ratios are then
compared between the detector

data and the reconstructed simula-

tion. Since this reconstruction alone
does not yet suffice to describe

experimental data, additional fit parameters are introduced to the SPR
used for hadrons, which are com-

posite particles containing quarks
and gluons. These parameters are

subsequently tuned until simulation agrees with experiment.

The determination of the fla-

vour-dependent correction factors
begins by summing over the ener-

gies of all particles in a simulated jet
such that each energy is multiplied
by the previously tuned SPR of the

corresponding particle type. This is
divided by a similar sum, but using
the original non-tuned SPR func-

tions. The computation is perfor-

med for each jet, and the results are
put into separate histograms for

each jet flavour. Finally, the Fcorr
are obtained by dividing these

histograms by an all-flavour avera-

ge and fitting a continuous function
to the result. These functions are

eventually utilized in any analysis
relying on jet energy calibration,

including measurements of the top
mass.

The relevant analysis notes desc-

ribing the DØ jet energy calibration



Comparison of our results for the jet energy calibration factors and those reported by DØ in [2]. IIB2 is the subepoch
of run IIB during which most IIB data was collected and where the difference between IIA and IIB corrections matters
the most. Note the difference between the DØ IIB2 Fbcorr and our fit, which is similar to IIA.

were made public in 2018, allowing

was modified to avoid unphysical

a possible explanation of the in-

pendent Monte Carlo simulations

fitted using power laws with good

other collaborations ATLAS, CDF

us to perform a first-ever reproduction of the method. We used indeto produce as similar samples as

possible to those reportedly used

by DØ in [2,3]. In any ambiguously
explained steps, our choices were

motivated by tracking down which

option would best reproduce the DØ
results at the various stages of the
analysis chain when using the tu-

ned SPR functions reported by DØ
in [2] – going all the way from the

tag and probe transverse momen-

tum ratios to determining the final
Fcorr correction factors.

After successfully reproducing

the DØ method and their resulting
Fcorr factors, we studied possible

ways of improving the process. For
instance, the SPR function tuning
10

behaviour in hadron responses.

Furthermore, the final Fcorr were

extrapolation properties, whereas
[2] suggest that the DØ fits incorporated at most second degree

polynomials. With our procedure,
the correction factors turned out
very similar for both run IIA and

IIB. This is illustrated in the figure,
which compares our fits and DØ

results for IIA and IIB2, the sube-

poch when most of run IIB data was
collected and where the difference
between DØ and our Fbcorr is the
most crucial.

The studies serve as input to a

publication examining the effect

of the jet energy calibration on top
mass measurements. Preliminary
results indicate that this could be

consistency between the top mass
values obtained by DØ and the

and CMS. In case a recomputation

of the world average top mass is to
follow, the interest will span both
the experimental and theoretical
communities in particle physics.

References
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What do heat conduction, quantized energy levels,
stock prices, DNA sequences, and the beating of the heart
have in common? Their behavior may be modeled by
diﬀusion-like relations. While some of these processes
are already discrete in their nature, diﬀusion is conventionally considered to be continuous in time. However,
in practice any measurements must be carried out at discrete time intervals of ﬁnite length, yielding time series
of measurements. This lends itself to the atomistic viewpoint of diﬀusion where “particles”, whatever they may
be, can be understood to undergo the steps of a random
walk within the time intervals. The details of any interactions are hidden inside the probability distributions of
the steps. Uncorrelated normally distributed steps lead
to ordinary Brownian motion, whose expected end-toend distances, or root-mean-squared displacements, ∆x
scale proportionally to the square root of the number of
steps s taken. Correlations, on the other hand, introduce memory eﬀects with positive and negative correlations leading to super- and subdiﬀusion, respectively.
The expected displacements of this anomalous diﬀusion
are characterized by power law relations ∆x ∝ sα with
scaling exponents α greater or less than 1/2.
The straightforward determination of these exponents
from the displacements has several shortcomings. For example, measuring the literal displacements is not very robust, as these are plagued by huge variations and usually
by measurement noise as well. Many phenomena are also
inﬂuenced by other non-diﬀusive eﬀects, such as convection, which are composed into the random walk as external trends. These trends are problematic, as they lead to
spurious detection of correlations. Detrended ﬂuctuation
analysis (DFA) attempts to overcome these diﬃculties in
a systematic manner [1, 2].
The DFA algorithm takes the steps of a random walk
as input, from which the walk is constructed as their
cumulative sum. To estimate the displacement ∆x(s) after s steps, the walk is divided into windows of length
s. Within each window local trends are determined by
least-squares ﬁts of low-degree polynomials, which are
then subtracted to obtain the detrended walk. Their variances are averaged over all the windows, yielding the displacement as its square root. In the context of DFA, the
estimated expectation value of this root-mean-squared
detrended displacement is called the ﬂuctuation function
F (s). Power laws F (s) ∝ sα are transformed into linear
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relationships on a logarithmic scale, where the scaling exponent α is conveniently determined by linear regression.
An important consequence of the detrending step is
that it increases the maximal detectable exponent from
1 to n+1, where n is the degree of the detrending polynomial. This is necessary for the analysis of complex signals
that could be comprised of both stationary (α < 1) and
non-stationary (α > 1) regions. While the detrending
also acts akin to a regularizer, increasing the robustness
of the method [3], it also introduces bias to the estimates,
particularly at the shortest scales.
In practice, however, most phenomena deviate from exact power law scaling, or the behavior may change when
observed at diﬀerent scales. This is also evident in some
models, such as Lévy ﬂights or autoregressive processes,
whose long scale asymptotic behavior diﬀers from shorter
scale details. Therefore, it is instructive to consider systematic methods for determining scale-dependent scaling
exponents, which is a major topic considered in my thesis
[4]. This could be accomplished by attempting to partition the ﬂuctuation function into approximately scaling
regions yielding piecewise deﬁned exponents. Another
approach, that is focused on here, considers a full spectrum of exponents α(s) as a function of the scale s. This
method is based on the notion that the exponent can be
deﬁned as the local slope of the logarithmic ﬂuctuation
function: α(s) = d log F (s)/d log s. Direct diﬀerentiation
is not usually feasible, as the ﬂuctuation function can be
very noisy.
I have attempted to tackle this problem in a parameterfree manner by proposing an estimator based on Kalman
ﬁlter and smoother [4, 5]. The Kalman ﬁlter [6] provides
an eﬃcient, recursive, solution to a linear state-space estimation problem where both the state and measurements
are disturbed by Gaussian noise. In this particular approach the state consists of the logarithmic ﬂuctuation
function and its the derivatives at a particular scale. The
values of the ﬂuctuation function at each scale are considered the measurements, whose error estimates are based
on the standard error of the mean. The model assumes
that the function remains constant, except the highest
order derivative is disturbed by noise whose strength is
derived from the data. The Kalman smoother [7] improves the estimate by utilizing all the measurements for
the state estimates at each scale.
Instead of focusing on asymptotics or scale-averaged
results, the full scaling spectra may yield new insights
about the underlying mechanics of the studied processes.
It is also possible to compute the exact theoretical scaledependent response of DFA to diﬀerent models, if the
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processes or their increments are stationary [4, 8, 9]. An
example is shown in Fig. 1(a), where the theoretical scaling exponent is shown for an AR1 process as a function
of the scale s and the autoregressive parameter φ1 . Together with the robustness of DFA, this could be fruitful
for, e.g., parameter estimation or choosing between different models for anomalous diﬀusion. Furthermore, the
short-scale bias from detrending could be accounted for.
The scaling may also exhibit temporal variations due
to changes in external conditions, or the process itself
may be comprised of distinct intrinsic modes. Straightforward segmentation of the time series suﬀers from the
following limitation: The length of the segments, and
hence the temporal resolution, is dictated by the largest
scale to guarantee suﬃcient statistical accuracy. This led
to the development of dynamic DFA that adopts a scaledependent segmenting procedure to keep the accuracy
approximately constant and letting the temporal resolution vary [10, 11]. The method yields point estimates
α(t, s) for the scaling exponent as a function of both time
and scale.
To maximize the temporal resolution, it is necessary
to accurately estimate the scaling exponent with minimal data. Conventionally the DFA ﬂuctuation function is estimated by computing the variances of the detrended walk in non-overlapping windows at each scale.
However, performing the calculations in maximally overlapping windows improves the statistical accuracy at increased computational cost [12]. Another advantage is
that ﬂuctuation functions computed from these overlapping windows are generally smooth enough to permit direct numerical diﬀerentiation [11], but to keep the computations feasible, particularly for longer data and larger
scales, specialized algorithms must be utilized [13].
The described methodology is applicable to any series
of measurements in wide array of disciplines, but so far
my research on this topic has mostly focused on heart
rate variability (HRV). The beating of the heart constitutes a complex system with consecutive heart beats, or
RR-intervals (RRIs), showing fractal-like patterns. In a
healthy individual the RRIs exhibit long-range correlations, which are altered by disease, sleep and exercise
[14–16]. The addition of scale-dependence into the analysis enhances the detection and classiﬁcation of diﬀerent
heart diseases [4, 5]. This scale-dependent behavior is

12 [1] C.-K. Peng, S. V. Buldyrev, S. Havlin, M. Simons, H. E.
Stanley, and A. L. Goldberger, Mosaic organization of
DNA nucleotides, Physical Review E 49, 1685 (1994).

illustrated in Fig. 1(b), where it is clear that particularly
in congestive heart failure the behavior would not be adequately described the conventional (in HRV analysis)
short- (4–16 RRIs) and long-range (16–64 RRIs) scaling exponents. Ongoing research studies whether these
results can be further improved by considering also temporal variations in the correlations, and in particular if
there exist characteristic transient changes due to disease. This could especially allow distinguishing healthy
individuals from those suﬀering from ST episodes.
The high temporal resolution attained by the dynamic
DFA also permits the accurate determination of the distributions of the scaling spectra under various circumstances. This was found to be useful in classifying diﬀerent sleep phases based on the RRI correlations, as also
the variance in the scaling spectra proved to be a descriptive feature [10]. An excerpt of a correlation landscape
during sleep is depicted in Fig. 1(c). There appears to
be a clear trend according to the sleep phases, but the
intra-phase variance complicates the analysis.
The dynamics are also important in constantly changing fast-paced activities, such as sports. Recently we have
demonstrated that the correlations in the RRIs display
complex changes as a function of exercise intensity [11].
Figure 1(d) graphs the dynamic correlations as a function
of the heart rate, averaged over many running exercises.
An example of an individual marathon run (for a diﬀerent
person) is shown in Fig. 1(e). It is again evident that the
complex correlations beneﬁt from a more complete description than is provided by the conventional two-range
HRV scaling exponent model. These results are anticipated to facilitate the optimization of training programs
and provide more accurate real-time feedback about exercise intensity without the knowledge of the maximal
heart rate. Furthermore, it could be possible to deduce
quantities such as the anaerobic threshold or maximal
oxygen uptake from these dynamical RRI correlations.
This article is in part motivated by introducing potentially useful computational tools into the physicist’s
toolkit that may not be well known. The multidisciplinary nature of my research is also manifested in the
collaborative work I am involved within the research
group. The methods are utilized for analyzing the quantized energy spectra of classically chaotic systems [17],
stock market analysis, and gene informatics to name just
a few examples.
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Figure 1. Examples of results. (a) The theoretical DFA scaling exponent in AR1-process as a function of the scale and the
autoregressive parameter. (b) The mean scaling spectra in diﬀerent heart conditions with the standard error of the mean (solid
bounds) and standard deviation (dashed bounds). AF = Atrial Fibrillation, CHF = Congestive Heart Failure, ST ep. = episodic
ST segment variations. (c) Dynamic correlation landscape of RRIs during sleep with the instantaneous beat rate overlaid on
the data. The sleep phases were determined by a sleep physician from polysomnography. (d) Dynamic RRI correlations of an
experienced runner as a function of the heart rate averaged over many running exercises. The conventional short-range (4–16
RRIs) scaling exponent α1 is overlaid on the data, along with its standard error (thick error bars, hardly visible) and standard
deviation (thin error bars). (e) Dynamic RRI correlation landscape during a marathon run with the instantaneous heart rate
overlaid on the data.
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How to combat unconscious bias
in academia

We

are not neutral in our
judgement and beha-

viour. Instead, we have associa-

tions and preferences or aversions
without being consciously aware

of them. These positive or negative prejudices towards one another or different groups of people

can be referred to as bias. Some of

the biases are conscious or explicit
while some are unconscious or

implicit. They are based on past

individual (limited) experience,

cultural heritage, stereotypes and

attitudes, and can be incompatible

heightened when we are busy,

including the criminal justice

known to develop at an early

tely, one can take steps to change

tired, anxious or multitasking.
Unconscious biases are

age: biases emerge during middle
childhood and appear to develop

across childhood (Dore & al, 2014)
and have real world effects on

behaviour (Dasgupta, 2004). In
addition, a substantial amount

of research has been published

demonstrating the impact of un-

conscious bias in various domains,

system, education, and health

(Kirwan Institute, 2014). Fortunabiases and minimize their impact
(Dasgupta, 2013).

Unconscious biases have

enormous impact in working life.
They are an important factor in hiring, mentoring, career and salary
progression. They are manifested

even in our choice of words when for
example writing recommendation

with our conscious values. Biases
can have a multitude of dimen-

sions, including gender, ethnicity

and skin colour, sexual orientation,
nationality, language skills, weight
and height, socio-economic stan-

ding, age, religion, clothing, disabilities and physical and mental
health problems, marital status
and parenthood, and so on.

Unconscious bias develops to

shield our brain from informa-

tion overload. It kicks in as a kind

of automatic processing that helps
to classify information effectively,
thus saving time and reducing
stress. The effect is especially
14

Figure. Gender distribution, Faculty of Science, University of Helsinki
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letters. It is worth remembering that

(Hyde, 2014). On the other hand,

know different kinds of people,

ves. For example, women may not be

biases in Academia and their effect

simplifications by seeking and

we have biases also related to people
that we consider similar to oursel-

free of negative bias towards other
women, which can manifest in e.g.

male dominated working environments as favouring men over wo-

men. Unconscious biases may also

contribute to healthcare disparities.
Combating unconscious bias

is extremely important for several
reasons. First, we need the best

talent as students and employees.
Unconscious biases are harmful
for commitment to studies and
work, work satisfaction, rela-

tionships between people, and

feelings of worth and belonging.

Second, diverse teams make better
science (Schiebinger et al., 2017):
they solve complicated problems

better and make more innovations
(Mochi, 2016). In addition, tole-

rance enhances creativity. Com-

bating unconscious biases is also

important from the point of view

of human rights: everybody has a
right to equal opportunities.

In academic careers, inclu-

ding STEM (science, technology,
engineering and mathematics)

disciplines in general and physics
in particular, gender imbalance

is persistent both internationally

(EU she-figures, 2018) and in Fin-

land (Figure). Despite several stu-

dies, no difference has been found
between genders in ambition,

maths ability, confidence, psycho-

logical well-being, personality, cognitive performance, or self-esteem
ARKHIMEDES 1/2020

there is rapidly increasing body
of research about unconscious

on women’s careers in particular
(Gvozdanović & Maes, 2018).

What can we all do to com-

bat unconscious bias? First, we
must realise that our decisions

are affected by unconscious bias.

For this purpose, e.g. the Harvard
Implicit Bias Test is a good start

https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/. Second, it is important to

recognise the three most typical

thought patterns revealing unconscious bias: 1. Similar to me -thinking, i.e. believing that similar to

me or to those who are successful
implies good, 2. Black and white

-thinking, i.e. thinking that good at
something implies good at everyt-

hing, meanwhile bad at something
implies bad at everything, and 3.

Confirmation bias, i.e. seeking only
information that confirms one’s

own predisposition. It is important
to speak openly and train each

other. In addition, especially in

academic recruitment, it is impor-

tant to pay attention to unconscious bias e.g. by adding special bias
observers on selection panels.

For combating unconscious

bias it is important to first slow
down your decision making

process, especially when making
decisions concerning people. It is
beneficial to ‘walk a mile in their
shoes’, i.e. imagine yourself in

their position. You can also ‘broaden the home base’ and learn to

or at least learn their stories.

Remember to question your own

highlighting counter-examples to
common stereotypes.
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On the road to diversity

T

he second conference of

NORNDiP (Nordic Network
for Diversity in Physics)

was held in Helsinki on November
4–5, 2019. NORNDiP was established in 2017 by Nordic female
physicists to promote gender

balance, diversity and the visibility of women in physics. NORNDiP

is funded by NordForsk, an organisation under the Nordic Council of
Ministers that funds and facilitates research cooperation.

The conference featured

invited and contributed talks by
female physicists on a variety of

topics in physics, including neutrino astrophysics, urban micrometeorology, earthquake detection,

cosmological structure formation,
and the molecular design of photovoltaic materials. In addition

there were talks on gender issues,
equality and diversity in physics.

The opening speech was given

by Paula Eerola, Vice-Rector of

the University of Helsinki (and ex-

perimental particle physicist). She
noted that while for a long time

women were only a small fraction
16

of the students and researchers at

for the change are not clear, but

particular, the student represen-

way physics and physicists are

the Faculty of Science in general

and the Department of Physics in
tation has improved remarkably.

In fact, the Faculty of Science now
has the most balanced gender

distribution of all the faculties: in
2019, 45% of beginning students

were female. In every other facul-

ty, women are the majority among

beginning students. The next least
unequal situation is in the Faculty
of Law and the Faculty of Theolo-

gy, both of which have 63% female
beginning students.

Of the departments of the

Faculty of Science, physics has the
best gender balance, with 43%

female beginning students. The
most lopsided numbers are in

computer science (31% women)

and chemistry (65% women), although the situation of the former
is changing rapidly: the fraction

of women has more than doubled
over the last four years.

In the previous decade, only a

third of beginning physics stu-

dents were female. The reasons

the fact that the department has
put an effort into changing the

portrayed in outreach to schools,

including emphasis on female role
models, may play a role.

As far as staff is concerned,

the numbers remain uneven: in

the Faculty of Science, only 29%
of the staff, and 13% of the pro-

fessors, are female. (It seems that
the statistics recognise only two
genders.) Eija Tuominen, expe-

rimental particle physicist at the

University of Helsinki, presented
some numbers for physics in the

different universities in Finland.
Helsinki has the largest fraction

of female professors (the numbers
include associate professors and

assistant professors), 8 out of 38

(21%). The smallest fraction is at

the University of Eastern Finland,
where none of the 12 professors
are female (0%). The next most

unbalanced situation is at Aalto
University, where only one out

of 22 professors is female (5%),

and at the University of Jyväskylä,
ARKHIMEDES 1/2020

which likewise has only one fema-

recipients of the prestigious ERC

other Nordic countries: the higher

important, providing merits and

le professor, out of 18 (6%).

The situation is similar in

you go, the less women there

are. The problem is persistent:
the gender fraction of advan-

ced positions does not track the

gender fraction of students with

a time lag. It is also worth noting

that higher level of overall gender

equality in society does not lead to

higher representation of women in
physics, or even correlate with it.

For example, at Birzeit University
in Palestine about 80% of physics
students are female, although the
general situation with regard to

gender equality is worse than in
Finland.

Factors contributing to the

small numbers of female physicists
include conscious and unconscious bias, difficulties in combining
pregnancy and raising children
with research (compounded by

gender bias in the distribution of

childcare and housework), shortage of female role models, mentors
and colleagues, open discrimina-

tion, as well as sexual and genderbased harassment.

Jadranka Gvozdanovic,

linguist at the University of Heidelberg, reported that 31% of

the applicants and 27% of the

starting grants are female. ERC

grants are considered increasingly
leverage for further funding and

career advancement, so this imbalance propagates into the community. She also mentioned studies

showing that while research plans
submitted by women are rated as
good as those submitted by men,
women score significantly lower

on ”quality of researcher” evaluations. The latter is a less well-defined quantity that is more diffi-

cult to evaluate, and hence may be
more prone to bias and prejudice.
It is difficult to isolate the effect
of bias in individual cases, but

its existence in the community

is well-established. To mention
an example that supports her

comments, a 2012 study showed
that of student applications for a

laboratory manager position that

are identical apart from the name,
the applicants with male names

were evaluated as more competent
and hireable, and offered a higher
starting salary. Male and female
1

evaluators were equally biased,

within the statistical uncertainty.
Obviously, real applications are
never identical, and according

to Gvozdanovic, evaluations are

affected by the fact that men are

more prone to exaggerate their
achievements and women to
downplay theirs.

However, it is not obvious why

these factors would be particular-

ly strong and persistent in physics.
Originally, there were only men in

all fields at universities, and all faculties have faced the same problems. Why has progress been slower in physics and related fields?
Part of the reason has to do with
preconceptions about physics,

because there are already fewer

women among beginning students.
Similarly, part of the reason has
to do with university practices,
because the fraction of women

goes down with the seniority of

positions. The common require-

ment in physics to move to different countries for short postdoc

periods may also contribute, given
gendered expectations and norms

with regard to supporting spouses
and taking care of children.

Tomas Brage, mathematical

physicist from Lund University,

argued that part of the imbalance
is due to a cognitive distortion

particular to physics. Social fac-

tors and biases have little impact
on formulating theories and

solving problems in physics (alt-

hough they can have a large effect
on which theories are valued and

Corinne A. Moss-Racusin, John F. Dovidio, Victoria L. Brescoll, Mark J. Graham, and Jo Handelsman: Science faculty’s subtle
gender biases favor male students, PNAS October 9, 2012 109 (41) 16474-16479; https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1211286109
1
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what problems are considered

to follow whether guidelines are

their decision-making with regard

outside observer to monitor the

interesting). Therefore it is easy
for a physicist to imagine that

to selecting students and staff is

equally without prejudice. However, experience with analytical

thinking does not by itself improve
the accuracy of decision-making.

Such improvement in the rationality of assessments is conditional on
being aware of the relevant pieces
of data and analytical tools that

one actually uses to make decisions, so that they can be properly
applied.

Brage, as well as some other

participants at the conference,
also proposed that the culture
of physics and mathematics is

particularly prone to the myth of
the lone genius hero, a gendered
figure.

Many speakers emphasised

that while measuring numerical

indicators and drafting guidelines
is a good place to start, it is not

enough to solve the problem. It is

important to inform people about
equality and its obstacles, and

train staff to implement equality

on all levels, starting at the top. It

is essential to get a clear message

from the leadership about the im-

portance of equality and diversity,
as this will help to effect concrete
action.

It is important to advance

transparency at all levels of hiring
and funding decisions. Without

accurate information of what is

actually happening, it is difficult
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Using quotas in panels and

being put into practice. Hiring

other decision-making or advisory

implementation of equality guide-

den of such administrative work

processes should include an

lines. There should be a possibility
to terminate the process if called
for, due to for example a position
being advertised in a selective

manner. One case was mentioned
at the conference where a hiring

process was rebooted because all
of the applicants were male. It is
important to promote equality

from the beginning, not only when
making the final choice. Positions
that are filled without open calls

pose particular problems. Several

people at the conference highlighted the importance of incentives:
if funding is made conditional on

reaching diversity goals, the situation will improve rapidly.

In Denmark there are positions

and funding instruments that are

for women only. One problem with
such arrangements is that if there
is money earmarked for women,

this is seen as a reason to not give

women funding that is available to

all. Gender quotas are another tool
that is sometimes used, but es-

tablishing transparent processes

and practices that account and try
to correct for bias and prejudice
was at the conference seen as a

effective way to promote equality

and diversity. Quotas may correct
for distortions in the number of

women physicists, but do little to

address the underlying problems
that cause them.

bodies also has the drawback that
it leads to a disproportionate burfor women, given that they are in

the minority. Such work takes time
from research, teaching and other
work that is more highly valued
(and usually more interesting).

Vala Hjörleifsdóttir, a seis-

mologist who has moved from

academia to the company Reykjavík Energy, noted that in her

experience physicists at universities are more interested in hiring
individual superstars, whereas

in the corporation world there is

more emphasis on who is the best
person for the group as a whole.
She noted that that because of

the wider focus in the latter case,
diversity issues will be auto-

matically considered as part of the
decision-making.

The name NORNDiP includes

the word diversity, which is nowadays preferred over terms such as
women’s representation or equal-

ity. Concepts are important guides
for thought, and the word diver-

sity helps to establish that there
are more than two genders and

that gender is not the only axis of

equality. In particular, there seems
to be less awareness of and action
against discrimination based on
ethnicity rather than gender.

For example, CERN diversity

and inclusion programme leader

Louise Carvalho spoke about the

steps CERN has taken with regard
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to equality and diversity as re-

diversity goals and steps to reach

treatment help to understand the

worth mention that the the only

recommendations for improve-

have improved over the years, as

gards gender and sexual orienta-

tion. However, it is not considered
non-European CERN member

state, Israel, is both legally and in
practice based on ethnic supremacy and racial discrimination.

That Israeli academic institutions
actively take part in upholding

a regime of apartheid is not considered a diversity issue – in the

near future this will presumably

be seen as a peculiarity of today’s
diversity discourse.

The NORNDiP conference was

a good example of grassroots level
action. Most of the speakers were
physicists who are familiar with
the practices of their field and

who had gathered and analysed

the data themselves. (Data analysis being the bread and butter of

physics, the talks included a lot of
quantitative data.)

At the same time, a grassroots

conference like this is a symptom

of the problem. If universities were
serious about equality and diver-

sity, they would have professional
staff whose job includes systematically gathering relevant data;

analysing it; helping to formulate

them; and monitoring and reporting on performance along with

ment. Now progress relies on some
physicists choosing to voluntar-

ily do these things in addition to
their other work. Given that the
overwhelming majority of said

physicists are female, such work

on supporting diversity and equality in some measure increases

inequality, taking as it does time
away from more merit-worthy
work.

Promoting equality measured

by overall numerical indicators as
well as tackling individual cases

of harassment is too often seen as
a problem only for those who are

themselves affected, not the whole
community. It is easy for univer-

sity leadership to remain passive
and put the burden of coming up

with solutions on the shoulders of

those who bring up problems (but
who have no power to implement

solutions), instead of taking action.
Numbers and high-level analy-

sis alone do not convey the depth
of the problem. Personal stories
of female physicists about inappropriate behaviour and biased

issues in more detail, both from
the point of view of how things

well as how much there remains to
be done.

One benefit of meetings such

as this one is that they help physicists interested in equality and
diversity to network and find

mutual support. People can feel
isolated and reluctant to report

harassment or highlight structural
biases in the scientific community,
afraid that they will be labelled
problematic.

NORNDiP can be joined by

sending an email to the address

norndip@gmail.com. On the Kumpula Campus, there is a Women in

Science Network 2, which is open to
all genders. Problems at the De-

partment of Physics at the University of Helsinki can be reported to

the Work Wellbeing group3, which

in 2018 established a Code of Conduct4 for the campus.

This text is based on a blog entry in the blog

Kosmokseen kirjoitettua on the website of the
astronomical society Ursa.

Kumpula Campus Women in Science, https://blogs.helsinki.fi/kumpulawomen/
Work Wellbeing group for Kumpula Physics, https://wiki.helsinki.fi/display/WellBeing/Home+of+WellBeing
4
Kumpula Campus Code of Conduct, https://www.helsinki.fi/en/faculty-of-science/faculty/kumpula-campus-code-of-conduct
2
3

Syksy Räsänen is a University Lecturer in theoretical physics in the Department of Physics at the University of Helsinki.
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T. Miinalainen, A. Hernández de Sande and I. San Martin Molina

International day of women and girls in
Science – UEF seminar (11th of February 2020)

On

the 22nd of December

great feedback and encouraging

outlook of the statistics on gender

tional day of Women and Girls in

2020. Since the organizers were

other Nordic countries. Additio-

2015, the UN General

Assembly established the Interna-

Science, celebrated annually on the
11 of February. The aim of this
th

special day is to highlight the role
of women and girls in the fields of

science and technology, and boost

their equal opportunities to join in
the scientific community. [1]

Last year, the International

celebration of women and girls

in Science day (I) was held in the

UEF (Kuopio campus) as a seminar
that focused on the fields of clinics
and biomedicine. As a sequel for
the first seminar that achieved

response, a second UEF seminar

was organized on 11th of February
mostly from the fields of phy-

sics and biomedicine, this year,

we have decided to broaden our

focus by including speakers with

natural sciences and engineering
expertise.

This year, the purpose was to

give the stage to female scientists

from both academia and industry.

The participants of the event were
students, researchers, university
and industry staff. As a starting

point, we had an introduction to

the seminar topics, providing an

equality in the scientific commu-

nity among Finland, Spain, EU and
nally, to give visibility to gender

equality in the UEF (Kuopio Cam-

pus), more detailed statistics from
both Physics and Health Science
departments were presented.
Regarding to the STEM fields

(science, technology, engineering,
mathematics), interesting results

across the stats from the EU revealed two important facts: 1) the

proportion of women is still below
50% 2) in equality terms, the sta-

tistics for Finland look worse than
the European average.

Authors
T. Miinalainen, Department of Applied Physics, University of Eastern Finland (UEF), Kuopio, Finland
A. Hernández de Sande, School of Medicine, University of Eastern Finland, Kuopio, Finland
I. San Martin Molina, A.I. Virtanen Institute for Molecular Sciences, University of Eastern Finland, Kuopio, Finland
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Despite it is generally belie-

ved in Finland that the gender

equality is in good balance at the
Finnish working life, these be-

liefs clearly do not apply for the

STEM fields as the results show.

Thus, bridging the gender gap still
requires active and innovative

measures both at the local univer-

sity levels and also at the ministry
of culture and education (OKM).
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For instance, the current OKM

the existent caveats in the current

issues, and perhaps this tool could

career stories from female scien-

funding mechanism for universi-

ties doesn’t address any diversity
include some creative options

to push the Finnish universities

towards more diverse scientific

communities. Furthermore, each

institute should put more effort on
scrutinizing gender equality and
improving the understanding of

system.

We heard altogether eight

tists at different career stages.

All these talks were unique and

personal, but with a common take
home message about combining

both their jobs and personal life:

‘Passion + perseverance + balance
in this challenging path’.
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Besides the career talks, a pho-

Originally, the idea for this

tographic gallery was prepared

seminar arise from the joint effort

departments, presenting some

event by themselves back in 2019,

voluntarily by junior researchers
and masters students from our

remarkable female scientists and

their scientific achievements along
the History of science. During the

day, we also had two ‘round-table

discussions’ sessions. The purpose
for these sessions was to open a
space for all the seminar parti-

cipants to share their thoughts

about different aspects of working
as a (female) scientist in today’s

academic world, and recognizable
obstacles during their careers or

personal lives. From our perspective, the round-table sessions

were the most successful parts of

the event, as there were inspiring

and motivational discussions and
great interaction between the
participants.



of two younger scientist, who ar-

ranged and coordinated the whole
aiming to encourage other scien-

tist to acknowledge the gender gap
in our scientific community.

One could say that it was initi-

ated completely from the scratch,
as there hasn’t been lately any

similar events organized at UEF

(up to our knowledge). In order to
organize these two seminars, we

have learned that it is essential to
firstly commit our initiative and

then, bring them up to top governance or management level. And
therefore, we have experienced

how agile actions could be when

taken at grass-root level. In addi-

tion, one of our main findings was
that for this kind of seminars, the

visibility of the event (for ex. fliers,

social media marketing...) is al-

most as important as the number

of participants, since the aim is to

promote the themes in the university. Furthermore, to improve accessibility of the event, we provi-

ded an online YouTube stream for
remote followers, serving people
outside from our university.

In the future, we hope that

this UEF event will become an

established and recurrent seminar
celebrated every year, bringing

attention and to invoke gradually

development of diversity and equality matters here at our local uni-

versity, and generally at academic

level. Moreover, we hope that these
kinds of events could also initiate

new workshops as a collaboration

between universities and primary
schools and high schools, making

the gender diversity topics in science visible also among the youngest.
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Organizers of the event, photographer: Meghdoot Mozumder.

Lastly, we’d like to thank

our departments for sponso-

ring the coffee break servings.
Also, we acknowledge the IT

services and in-house services
from UEF for helping us with

broadcasting of the event via

live stream and providing the
screens for the sessions.
references

[1] International Day of Women
and Girls in Science, UN,
https://www.un.org/en/
observances/women-andgirls-in-science-day
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Guest speakers:
Ana Cervera (Deparment of Anatomy and Human Embryology, University of Valencia, remote presentation)
Maria Lehtivaara (CSC, remote presentation)
Tanja Tarvainen (Department of Applied Physics, University of Eastern Finland)
Annele Virtanen (Department of Applied Physics, University of Eastern Finland)
Minna Kaikkonen-Määttä (AIV Institute, University of Eastern Finland)
Kaisa Paldanius (Charles River Laboratories)
Nihay Laham-Karam (AIV Institute, University of Eastern Finland)



Niklas Hietala

Peregrinus tutki magneetteja
kokeellisesti keskiajalla

P

etrus Peregrinusta kiinnosti
magneettien ominaisuudet. 750 vuotta
sitten hän kirjoitti tutkielman, joka osoittaa,
että keskiajallakin löytyi kokeellisen tutkimusmetodin osaajia ja arvostajia.
Vapaa-ajallaan ravihevos-

ta valmentava kollegani näytti
minulle mainoksen, jossa heh-

kutettiin magneettiloimen ter-

veysvaikutuksia hevoselle. Itse

kerroin nähneeni magneettipohjallisten mainoksen. Molemmille
naureskelimme.

Työskentelemme magneet-

tikuvauslaitteiden kanssa, joten
magnetismissa ei ole meille mi-

tään mystistä. Ilmeisesti joillekin
magneetit ovat kuitenkin yhä
mysteeri.

Todellinen arvoitus magneetit

ovat varmasti olleet aikana ennen
sähkömagnetismin perusteiden
ymmärtämistä.

Historian lähes unohtama
Vähän tiedetään Petrus Peregri-

nuksen elämästä. Hänen synnyin-

ja kuolinaikansa eivät ole tiedossa,
ja nimikin esiintyy monessa

muodossa. Petrus Peregrinus eli

Petrus de Maharncuris eli Pier24

re de Maricourt oli nimestään

päätellen kotoisin Méharicourtista
Pikardian alueelta Ranskasta.

Lisänimi Peregrinus tarkoittaa

pyhiinvaeltajaa. Se saattaa viitata
siihen, että Petrus osallistui ris-

tiretkelle Pyhälle maalle. Toden-

näköisemmin se kertoo siitä, että
hän osallistui johonkin toiseen
pyhäksi nimettyyn sotaan.

Vuonna 1265 paavi Klemens

IV julisti Kaarle I:n Sisilian kuninkaaksi. Ottaessaan kuningaskuntaansa haltuunsa piiritti Kaarle
I kolmesti Luceran kaupunkia

Apuliassa Etelä-Italiassa. Ensimmäisen kerran Lucera oli antau-

tunut jo 1255, mutta pian Kaarlen

lähdettyä kaupunkilaiset alkoivat
jälleen kapinoida.

Tiedämme Peregrinuksen ol-

leen mukana Luceran piirityksessä
vuonna 1269. Hänen magneetteja
käsittelevä kirjeensä on päivätty
8. elokuuta 1269 piiritysleirissä.

Petrus Peregrinus oli kirjees-

tään päätellen nokkela tutkija ja
kiinnostunut mekaniikasta. On

mahdollista, että hän oli taistossa
mukana sotilasinsinöörinä.

Epistola Petri Peregrini de
Maricourt ad Sygerum de
Foucaucourt, Militetn, De Magnete
Peregrinuksen magneettitutkiel-

ma on oikeastaan kirje, jonka hän
osoitti sotilaalle Sygerus Fou-

caucourtille. [1] Kirje käsittelee
magneettien ominaisuuksia.

Magnetiittimineraalia sisältä-

viä luonnostaan magneettisia kiviä
oli ihmetelty jo vuosisatojen ajan.
Antiikin oppineet tunsivat mag-

neettikiven ja tiesivät sen vetävän
rautaa puoleensa.

Roomalainen Lucretius (95-55

eKr.) kuvaili myös kahden mag-

neetin välillä vaikuttavan poistovoiman. Vetovoima on helpompi
havaita, koska siihen tarvitaan

vain yksi magneettikivi ja sopiva

metallinen kappale. Poistovoiman
havaitsemiseen vaaditaan kaksi
magneettikiveä. [2]

Peregrinuksen aikoina tun-

nettiin myös kompassi eli se, että
magnetisoitu neula kääntyy aina
pohjoista kohti. [2]

Peregrinuksen Epistola on kak-

siosainen tutkielma, jonka ensimmäinen osa käsittelee magneetin
ominaisuuksia. Toisessa osassa
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pistetään ensimmäisen osan

Kun magneetin asettaa ve-

teoria käytäntöön. Siinä Pereg-

dessä kelluvaan kuppiin, kääntyy

Magneetilla on kaksi napaa

aina taivaanpallon pohjoisnapaa

rinus kuvailee eräiden laitteiden
rakentamista.

Tutkielman alussa Peregrinus

käsittelee sitä, miten voi tunnistaa
luonnollisesti magnetisoituneen
mineraalin.

Peregrinus jatkaa kertomalla,

että pallonmuotoisesta magneetista löytyy kaksi napaa aivan kuten

taivaanpallolla on kaksi napaa. Jos
pallon pinnalle asettaa rautaneu-

kuppi aina samaan asentoon.

Magneetin pohjoisnapa osoittaa

kohti. Napojen suuntien avulla ne
voidaan erottaa toisistaan.

Kun kelluvan magneetin luo

tuo toisen magneetin, huomaa

toisen magneetin pohjoisnavan vetävän kelluvan magneetin eteläna-

paa puoleensa. Vastaavasti samannimiset navat hylkivät toisiaan.

Rauta magnetisoituu

lan, se asettuu meridiaaniympyrän

Peregrinuksen aikoina tiedettiin,

piirtää nämä pituuspiirit. Niiden

Kun magnetisoidun neulan asettaa

suuntaisesti. Asettamalla neulan eri
kohtiin magneettipalloa, voi siihen
avulla löytyvät myös pallon navat.
Petrus Peregrinus tiesi myös,

että magneetin navat vetävät

neulaa puoleensa suurimmalla

voimalla. Lisäksi hän kertoi, että

navalle asetettu pieni neulanpala

pysyy täysin kohtisuorassa kiveen
nähden.

mitä tapahtuu, kun pitkulaista

rautapalaa koskee magneetilla.
kevyen puun kappaleen päälle

kellumaan, kääntyy sekin osoittamaan Pohjantähteä kohti.

Tutkielmassa kuvaillaan,

kuinka rautakappaleen napaisuus
riippuu siitä, millä magneetin

navalla sitä on koskettu. Eteläna-

valla koskettu neulan pää kääntyy
pohjoista kohti. Petrus oli myös
huomannut, että raudan napaisuuden voi vaihtaa koskemalla

sitä uudestaan toisella magneetin
navalla.

Mikä selittää magneettien
ominaisuudet?
Peregrinus käsitti kahden mag-

neetin välisen vetovoiman selittyPallomainen magneetti ja sen
meridiaanit. Kuva William Gilbertin teoksesta
‘’Tractatus, sive Physiologia nova de magnete,
magneticisque corporibus & magno magnete
tellure’’ (1633).
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vän niiden pyrkimyksellä yhdistyä
yhdeksi magneetiksi. Hän kuvai-

lee, kuinka magneetti puolitettuna
muodostaa kaksi uutta magneet-

tia, joilla kullakin on kaksi napaa.
Puolikkaiden leikkauskohdissa

sijaitsee toisessa etelä- ja toisessa
pohjoisnapa.

Kerran puolitettu magneetti

voidaan yhdistää jälleen ehyeksi
magneetiksi. Tällöin toisen puolikkaan etelänapa kohtaa toisen

pohjoisnavan. Tämä selittää erinimisten napojen välillä vallitsevan
vetovoiman.

Tutkielmassaan Petrus Pereg-

rinus pohtii myös, miksi magneetti
kääntyy pohjois-eteläsuuntaan.

Aluksi hän kertoo aiemmista uskomuksista. On esitetty, että mag-

neetti pyrkisi kohti paikkaa, josta
se on louhittu. Tämä ei voi pitää

paikkaansa, koska magneettikiviä
löytyy monista paikoista pitkin
maailmaa.

Peregrinus huomaa yhtäläi-

syyden magneetin napojen ja

taivaannapojen välillä. Sen vuoksi
hän hylkää ajatuksen siitä, että

Pohjantähdellä olisi mitään teke-

mistä asian kanssa. Pohjantähti ei
ole täysin pohjoisessa, joten se ei
voi olla selitys. Niinpä syypäänä
täytyy olla juuri taivaannavat.

Magneettien sovellukset
Tutkielmansa toisessa osassa
Peregrinus siirtyy teoriasta

käytäntöön. Hän kuvailee, kuinka

rakennetaan kompassi, jossa litteä
magneettikivi kelluu kiekossa

veden päällä. Kiekon reunoille

kirjataan ilmansuunnat ja asteet.
Vesiastian yläpuolella on vielä

ohut kierrettävä puuliuska, joka
toimii osoittimena.

Peregrinus kuvaili myös

toisenlaisen kompassin: akselin
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varassa kääntyvän magnetisoidun

neeteista. Hän ei välttämättä ollut

paljon omaakin. [7] Erityisesti

kolla varustettu kiekko.

tona magneettien ominaisuuksista

neettisuudesta. Gilbertin teosta

rautalangan pätkän. Kiertyvään

akseliin on kiinnitetty myös asteiKolmas koje, joka tutkielmas-

sa kuvaillaan, onkin erikoinen

tapaus. Peregrinus esittää suun-

nitelmansa ikiliikkujan rakentamiseksi. Laite koostuu kehästä

ja varresta. Varren päässä oleva

magneetti vetää puoleensa kehässä olevia pykäliä. Lienee turhaa

todeta, että Petruksen ikiliikkuja
ei käytännössä toimisi. [3]

ensimmäinen, joka esitti kaikki

siinä kuvatut huomiot. Yhteenve-

Epistola on kuitenkin vaikuttava.
[4,5]

Petrus Peregrinus ei vain

kopioinut aiempaa tietoa. Oli hän

varmasti jostain oppinsa haalinut,
vaikka ei kertaakaan muitten

tutkimuksiin viittakaan. Tutkielmassaan hän kuitenkin kuvailee

kokeita tavalla, josta käy selväksi,
että hän tietää, mistä puhuu.

Gilbert osaa selittää kompassin

toiminnan johtuvan maan mag-

pidetään yleisesti käänteentekevänä magnetismin tutkimuksen
historiassa.

Voisi ajatella, että Gilbertin

esikuvaksi päätynyt Peregrinus

olisi ollut tutkijoiden arvostama.
Todellisuudessa Peregrinuksen
Epistola jäi melko vähälle huo-

miolle. Kyllä siitä oli tehty useita

kopioita. Mutta tunnetuksi se tuli

vasta 1500-luvun puolivälissä, jol-

loin se painettiin kirjan muodossa.

Täydellinen matemaatikko
Epistolan lisäksi Peregrinuksen

kirjoittamana pidetään erästä astrolabin rakennusohjetta. Täyttä

varmuutta kirjoittajasta ei kuitenkaan ole. Kirjoituksen kuvailema
astrolabi olisi ollut hankalahko

käyttää, eikä yhtään niin rakennettua astrolabia tunneta.

Petrus Peregrinuksen itsen-

sä kirjoittamien tekstien lisäksi

hänen olemassaolostaan todistaa

Roger Bacon. Fransiskaanifilosofi
Roger Bacon painotti niin mate-

matiikan hyödyntämistä luonnontieteissä kuin empiirisyyttäkin. Ei
siis yllätä, että hän arvosti aikaKompassin kuva Epistolan 1400-luvulta peräisin olevassa kopiossa.

Tutkimus Epistolan jälkeen
Peregrinuksen tutkielma kokosi

yhteen sen ajan tietämyksen mag26

Kolmesataa vuotta myöhem-

min William Gilbertin De Magnete seuraa Peregrinuksen kirjettä
tarkkaan. [6] Gilbert lisää toki

laistaan Peregrinusta.

Osassa Roger Baconin teoksen

Opus tertium varhaisista käsikirjoituksista on mukana kappale,

jossa hän sanoo, että täydellisiä
matemaatikkoja on vain kaksi:

magister John Lontoosta ja magis-

ter Petrus de Maharn-curia. Täysin
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varmaa ei ole, että onko tämä kehu

Omasta mielestäni Petruk-

peräisin Baconin omasta kynästä.

sen Epistolasta selvästi huokuu

kokeellista tiedettä ei kukaan

toimintaa. Aivan kuten miehet ja

Saman teoksen toisessa

kohdassa Bacon kirjoittaa, että

latinalaisista ymmärrä paitsi yksi,
nimittäin magister Petrus.

Jos Bacon todella puhui Pereg-

rinuksesta, opimme, että hän ei

ollut itseoppinut insinööri, vaan
yliopistossa opiskellut maisteri.
[8]

Vielä myöhemmin kirjoittaes-

saan polttopeileistä Roger Bacon

sanoo, että hän tuntee vain yhden,
joka ansaitsee ylistystä tällä tie-

teenalalla. Erään käsikirjoituksen
marginaalikommentti paljastaa
Baconin viittaavan Petrukseen.

Kenties Peregrinus oli kirjoit-

tanut polttopeileistä, mutta se

ei ole säilynyt jälkipolville. Mitä
kaikkea muuta hän mahtoikaan
tutkia.

Rohkea innovoija
Kari Enqvist kirjoittaa kirjassaan
Näkymätön todellisuus Perergrinuksesta seuraavasti:

”Tämä salaperäinen hahmo on hukkunut historiaan, emmekä tiedä,
edustiko hän todella uutta, empirististä ajattelua, jota hänen oma
skolastinen aikakautensa vielä
hylki, vai onko hänet kohotettu
profeetaksi ainoastaan Baconin
kirjojen sivuilla.” [9]

kuva miehestä, joka tutki luontoa
aidosta halusta ymmärtää sen

naiset tänä päivänäkin tekevät

tutkimusta intohimosta luonnon
salaisuuksien selvittämiseen.

Peregrinus kuvailee magnee-

tin ominaisuuksia tavalla, joka on
hyvin empiristinen. Hän ei ollut

pelkkä teoreetikko, vaikka Bacon

häntä täydellisenä matemaatikkona pitikin.

On helppo hymähtää hänen

yritykselleen rakentaa ikiliikkuja.
Näin tehdessään tulee kuitenkin
lukeeneksi Peregrinuksen tut-

kielmaa nykyajan jälkiviisaasta
perspektiivistä.

Viime elokuussa 750 vuotta

täyttäneessä tutkielmassaan

Peregrinus vei siis teorian käytän-

töön. Niinpä hän kelpaa esikuvaksi
niillekin, joiden mielestä tieteentekijän tehtävä on tuottaa innovaatioita. Peregrinus oli rohkea
innovoija – suunnittelihan hän
jopa ikiliikkujaa.
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